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Our solution hits all your targets

Save time, get paid faster

What features do medical billing 
companies want most in their solution?

• First, it has to efficiently and accurately 
process claims.

• Next, it needs to generate payment as 
quickly as possible.

• And it has to be affordable and backed 
up with top-notch support.

RXNT’s automated medical billing software is flexible, customizable, and easy-to-learn. And 
it’s one of the most cost-effective and accurate in the industry. 

Our cloud-based solution lets you access your system, patient data, and financial information 
quickly from anywhere, at any time. The entire claims process—from charge capture to full 
reimbursement—can be managed for multiple practices from one central location. And, our 
US-based support team will make sure you get the most from every feature with free training.

RXNT helps you grow your business
We’ll lighten your workload, so you spend less time 
and fewer resources on the accounts you manage. 
This means you’ll have more time to focus on 
expanding your business and increasing revenues.

RXNT’s Medical Billing Solution
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How we help you reach your goals
1. Quicker payment for you and your clients 

Let’s face it, getting paid is the name of the game. RXNT’s features accelerate payments, increase 
your cash flow, and reduce bad debts. For instance, your clients can capture payments at check-in, 
check-out, or after a visit with our online bill pay app. Our superbill custom macro lets you create a 
shortcut that pulls in data associated with appointment types and translates it into ICD-10 codes. 
And, insurer billing and claims management features mean less time from visit to payment.

2. Maximize your efficiency and productivity 
RXNT’s billing solution simplifies workflows and boosts revenue cycle management. You can personalize 
the system according to your company’s size and client needs. For example, incorporate frequently 
paired diagnosis and procedure codes into a macro that reduces the time needed to generate and 
submit claims you regularly bill. There are no limits on the number of claims you can submit.

3. Gain more insight with customizable reports 
Create custom reports for each of your clients and download them as a PDF file or Excel spreadsheet. 
Sort data by client, insurer, claim type, and billing codes so you’ll always know where you stand with 
your accounts payable and collections.

4. Greater accuracy reduces payment delays 
When an error happens, it means rework and longer reimbursement times. RXNT’s billing solution has 
automated claims accuracy checks that prevent problems before you submit a claim. A comprehensive 
database of ICD-10 codes help you avoid claims rejection or denial. And integrated clearinghouse 
services mean you don’t have to upload claims, download remittances, or access another system to 
check claim or payment status.

5. Predictable budgeting 
Unlike other firms, we don’t have a minimum revenue requirement or hidden fees. Our low cost 
includes implementation, training, ongoing updates, and ongoing support. There are no long-term 
contracts—you choose to pay monthly or annually (with a discount).

Schedule a billing solution demo
Seeing is believing. Find out exactly how we’ll improve your company’s productivity and profitability. 
Contact one of our customer advisors at (800) 943-7968, option 3, or sales@rxnt.com.


